Tower Hamlets Council is working with the police in Tower Hamlets to crack down on drug dealing and make your neighbourhood cleaner and safer. In 2019, working together resulted in:

- **295** total arrests. 190 of these arrests were for drug offences and drug supply.
- **109** people charged with a total of 285 drug supply charges.
- **£706k** in cash seized under the Proceeds of Crime Act.
- **4,169** stop and searches conducted (not just for drugs).
- **177** Community Protection Warnings issued.
- **71** warrants executed/properties raided.
- **43** vehicles seized in connection to the supply of drugs.
- **73** people arrested and referred in to drug treatment.

Large quantities of Class A and Class B drugs (cannabis) seized.

www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/OperationContinuum